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Abstract
This paper introduces an approach to crowdsource the supervision of machine learning classification and regression tasks in order to
process geo-social media streams. It builds on a review and comparison of four existing approaches to process geo-social media streams in
order to identify specific opportunities and challenges. An original conceptual framework situates the machine learning tasks within a geoinformation processing workflow. The paper presents and discusses concrete techniques and software solutions for implementing it.
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Introduction

The new modes of production and consumption of geographic
information offer great opportunities for improved near realtime decision making of individuals and organizations, from
small daily tasks like where to buy groceries or park your car,
to critical tasks like coordinating humanitarian crisis response
and saving lives. As has been argued before [5], there are
several challenges to tackle before we can harness the full
potential of geo-social media streams that contain volunteered
geographic information or user-generated geographic content
(UGGC). These include the heterogeneity and volatility of
data formats and sources, the sheer volume of information
streams that can change rapidly, and the credibility and
accuracy of the information.
The main objectives of this short paper are threefold. First,
to explore the state-of-the-art of comprehensive approaches to
processing geo-social media streams. Second, to identify the
potential of crowd-sourced supervised learning to improve the
handling of UGGC. Third, to develop a conceptual
architecture based on a methodological review that serves as a
first step to the implementation and testing of a prototype.

2

Processing Geo-Social Media Streams

Numerous studies investigated UGGC, including event
detection and information processing for disaster management
[17], citizen science observations on phenology [2], neocartography [13], health-related inquiries [14], environmental
monitoring [6], and the automatic description of places [19].
Although often producing astonishing and useful results, all
efforts had their effectiveness reduced by the UGGC’s
unknown quality - the uncertainty about its uncertainty.
UGGC often shows areas of data scarcity and data abundance
or even data redundancy [9, 10]. Its availability seems to
follow a positive feedback loop, increasing the inequalities
and generating false data shadows [21]. Further, content does

not arrive in anticipated packages, but as highly varying
streams that often need processing in near real-time. UGGC
formats are heterogeneous, with content commonly being
unstructured. Finally, the credibility of the source and the
quality of the data is often obscure, with the source’s level of
expertise and the motivation for participation only indirectly
inferable [7], and the origins of inaccuracies manifold, e.g.
conflicting feature classifications between countries or
cultures, outdated or wrong information available to the
contributor, or even malicious intent. In summary, effective
and efficient information retrieval for UGGC remains a
difficult task [16].
A common response to these challenges has been the
crowdsourcing of curation tasks [23]. Despite encouraging
results, the curation by human volunteers might not be as
accurate as once hoped for, and the process itself is not
replicable [4]. Further, it might not scale up well, with
organizational overhead increasing exponentially with volume
of data to be curated. Lastly, it faces problems of
sustainability, with the risk of external factors (vacations of
volunteers, remote affected areas) influencing negatively the
numbers of volunteers.
A more recent response tries to address these shortcomings
by employing machine learning techniques to automatically
select, filter, classify, and enrich UGGC. While unsupervised
machine learning focuses on detecting hitherto unknown
patterns, supervised machine learning tries to classify
unknown data or predict values based on trained (learned)
classifiers, mostly involving human annotators to create a
training data set. Challenges include the dependency on data
quality for unsupervised machine learning [12], overfitting of
the learning model [3], and diversity of contexts and tasks
[17]. The following paragraphs briefly describe four existing
implementations:
The AIDR system [11] uses adaptive aggregation and
filtering of Twitter, integrating crowd-sourced labelling to
learn rules to filter and classify social media information. It
focuses on the content. It is open source and allows near realtime processing. However, currently AIDR relies on a single
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source (Twitter) and does not consider the geographic
semantics of information.
The CrisisTracker system as described in [18] is capable of
detecting events and aggregates and filters social media about
them, creating stories of clustered social media. However, it
uses only one source (Tweets) and focuses entirely on the
content for analysis, disregarding geographic semantics. It
employs part of AIDR for the Tweet classification and is open
source.
The Twitcident [1] aggregates and filters social media
around events extracted from emergency broadcasting
services. It semantically enriches the incoming information
and links it with other external information. However,
location only seems to influence the filtering of the
information and not the assessment. It seems that a recent
extension (Crowdsense) enables it to use several social media
sources. No source code could be found.
The GeoCONAVI system [22] is capable of detecting past
forest fire events. In contrast to the previous systems, it uses
multiple sources (Tweets, Flickr images), and exploits
geographic semantics by contextualizing the UGGC
geographically, and clustering it spatio-temporally. The
processing is done in near real-time, i.e. high-frequency batch
processing. The content classification employs decision tree
learner trained on an event-specific annotated data set. Case
study results [17] show a low false positive rate (high
specificity), and a low false negative rate (high sensitivity). It
does not examine the source, nor does has it been adapted to
other event types yet: The effort in supervising the learning
process was substantial, and another context – e.g. different
languages, geographic scope, or disaster type – would require
new training and supervision.
The following section suggests a novel approach (hybrid
geo-information processing) to combine the strengths adaptability of crowdsourced supervision, and analytic power
of geographic semantics - of the shown approaches.

3

Hybrid geo-information processing

This review of approaches suggests that a combination of
geographic analysis and crowdsourced supervised machine
learning technique have a great potential to improve results.
The specific challenges are how to (i) link the
characteristics of geographic information with machine
learning class labelling and regression, (ii) provide a multimodal interface to let human oracles simultaneously label
instances, (iii) translate the learner models into nomothetic
principles on geographic semantics.
Ad (i): Every UGGC instance needs multi-class labelling on
several attributes: The content type (e.g. call for help, offer for
help, information on geographic features or processes), any
locations mentioned and geographic footprints of locations
and/or events (relevant or affected geographic area), distinct
event membership (e.g. related to a particular earthquake, or
emergency situation, or public event), and credibility based on
a combination of the other class labels (e.g. an request for help
related to a forest fire event which is coming from a distant
desert is unlikely to be true). The learners have to deal with
the specific characteristics of geographic information, i.e.

spatial autocorrelation, vague boundaries and class
memberships, and uncontrolled variance.
Ad (ii): A human oracle has to annotate instances for all
model classes described in (i), with queries detailed further
below. The responses will not only modify the learners, but
also the parameters used for the geographic analysis steps to
compute footprints and clusters.
Ad (iii): The resulting models will indirectly encode the
semantic similarity of geographic places and concepts. To
allow the results to be shared most effectively, the geographic
concepts and places will be referenced to the most important
linked data repositories such as DBpedia and GeoNames
when possible.
Previous work has already explored the possibilities of
using crowd-sourced supervision for machine learning tasks
within the bigger framework of a Digital Earth Nervous
System [15]. This study focuses on the specific geoprocessing
steps show below in Figure 1, which are based on the
GeoCONAVI approach:
Figure 1: Geoprocessing work flow

Source: The author
After collecting an UGGC instance, the first task can be an
early content classification if the use case is sufficiently well
defined so that this step can reduce noise reliably. Then, the
processor needs to analyse the UGGC for place names
(toponyms) using natural language processing procedures
such as named entity recognition. Of particular interest here
are toponyms that are natural features or vernacular (nonofficial). Found toponyms need then disambiguation (since
many toponyms exist multiple times throughout the world). If
there are multiple locations mentioned - either in the content,
or through additional meta-data such as geographic
coordinates from a global navigation satellite system – these
need to be synthesized into a geospatial footprint, in order to
allow geographic contextualization with additional ancillary
(authoritative) data. Next, the individual content items can be
grouped (clustered) to detect patterns in space in time, e.g.
reports on the same incident, in order to remove redundant
content, or reinforce the credibility of kept content. Finally,
the instance can be classified according to its relevance to a
particular topic or use case, integrating the results from
previous classifications for an assessment of credibility and
information gain.
As outlined above, the idea is to use the feedback from the
crowdsourced supervision to help parameterize the
geoprocessing tasks. A promising machine learning strategy is
active learning, in which a learner chooses instances to be
labelled and presents them to the human annotator [20].
Active learning provides an opportunity to maximize the
impact of human annotation, while allowing the learner to
remain flexible towards new instances, since it does not
assume a static pool of instances. [20] reviews several
possible types of query strategies that are suitable for a
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geographic active learner. An actual implementation of the
machine learning tasks mostly likely will utilize at first:

Stream-based selective sampling: The learner
samples an instance and decides to query it or not;
it is a well-established in practice, e.g. for word
sense disambiguation.

Density-weighted
margin-based
uncertainty
sampling: A frequently employed and wellresearch strategy, mostly for classification tasks;
density-weighting avoids the choice of outliers
which are uncertain to classify, but will not
improve a model's performance

Ensembles of decision trees for classification and
regression tasks (parameterisation of geographic
analysis).
Building on lessons learned in an iterative implementation
design, later options include testing of support vector
machines or other more advance machine learning techniques.
A sample extension of the workflow in Figure 1 is shown in
Figure 2 below:
Figure 2: Geo-social media processing extended with machine
learner.

open source, near real-time processing, multiple sources,
geographic semantics (cross-validation with and/or
enrichment from external sources of geographic information),
extendibility, and flexibility to adapt to new tasks and events.
Most of the analytical tasks (geoprocessing and active
learning) could be performed in a stream processing
framework like Apache Storm. The tasks will have to be
disaggregated into atomic ones. The crowdsourced
supervision is possible within the Pybossa framework,
constantly updating a training data set. It is important to not
only rely on simple crowdcrafting-style interfaces – use
everything that's possible, including text messages and
gamification elements, e.g. MicroMappers
Preferably, the full workflow should be implemented on a
cloud computing platform in order to benefit from the cloud
computing characteristics of scalability, elasticity, reliability,
and availability. Scalability and elasticity allow a process to
adapt the varying volume of UGGC streams. Increased
reliability provides fail-safe mechanism for critical
applications such as crisis responses. Finally, cloud
computing platforms improve the availability of
crowdsourcing tasks by reducing the bandwidth needed by the
user, i.e. an end-user does not need to have full access to
UGGC streams s/he is about to help processing.

4

Source: The author
The learner improves its performance by asking the
following example queries:

Toponym disambiguation, e.g. by asking “Does
this [item] talk about [location A] or [location B],
or none, or both?”

Spatial footprint calculation for vague or multiple
geographies, e.g. by asking “Is this spatial
footprint for [item] correct? If not, is it too large,
too small, or wrong shape, or wrong place?”

Spatio-temporal clustering, e.g. by asking “Does
this [item] belong to a cluster named [event] in
[location]? If not, what’s wrong: Event, Location,
or both?”
Two challenges are the formulation of the queries, and the
development of strategies to deal with multiple, potentially
noisy human oracles
Following from the above, there are several desirable
criteria for processing platform of geos-social media streams:

Discussion and outlook

The majority of the systems presented in the previous section
focus on the content to process the information. However,
human activities and events take place in geographic space
and time, and spatio-temporal context of information provides
valuable clues to the information’s credibility, accuracy, and
relevance for a particular task.
All of the approaches presented rely on a combination
of human and machine intelligence. The involvement of the
human intelligence varies greatly between systems, however.
Most require humans to create a set of rules or train a machine
learning algorithm for filtering and aggregating at the
beginning (e.g. Twitcident, GeoCONAVI, AIDR), and leave
the interpretation of the resulting information to humans.
While Twitcident allows a user to interactively adapt the
interface and search for related information, only the AIDR
system currently uses crowd-sourcing to adapt the filtering
and classification rules during run-time, with promising
results for the detection of valuable information over the
course of a changing event.
Such a combined approach could help to solve some of the
particular challenges that the inclusion of spatio-temporal
location entails, as [17] has shown: Geocoding of the geosocial media streams will remain necessary even if more
information comes geo-referenced, because the content might
be about one or more other locations than the information’s
origin. Geocoding itself faces the problem of toponym
disambiguation, a task which is complicated because of the
brevity and lack of structure of much geo-social media [8].
Further, many of the geographical references might be in
vernacular or abbreviated form. Crowd-sourced supervised
learning shows promise for situational toponym resolution.
An unresolved problem of any statistical inference process is
also that a high sensitivity (needed to detect or follow small
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events) has a reduced specificity as trade-off. Crowd-sourcing
can help to increase specificity by eliminating false positive
event clusters (or stories). Finally, a crowd-sourcing effort can
help to update geographic datasets used in the
contextualization, introducing a positive feedback loop to
improve classification and quality assessment.
Two future implementation strategies emerge: (i) extension
of AIDR with GeoCONAVI functionality, or (ii) extension of
GeoCONAVI with facilities to crowd-source the supervision
of machine learning tasks and the parameterization of analysis
function. The next step will be to decide on a concrete
strategy, followed by a step-wise, iterative implementation
and testing of the geoprocessing tasks described in this paper.
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